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The right advertising platform for your marketing plan

M
edical practices are extremely hampered by the struggle

of knowing which advertising strategy works to generate

awareness and new patient growth. 

Each year physicians and medical facilities spend large amounts of

dollars on marketing campaigns that are wasted or they don’t know if it

worked. It’s a dilemma a lot of medical practices face, especially small

independent physicians on a limited marketing budget.

With so many advertising platforms available, most physicians don't

know which will work for their practice -- television, radio, internet, direct

mail, or email. Here’s the good news! They can ALL work to drive your

message and generate new patient leads. 

The key to this puzzle is to learn which platform is the one for your

objectives and budget, and which one will give you the maximum return

of your investment and budget. 

When you run a marketing campaign, it's not about how many of your

friends and family saw or heard your ads. It's about how many new

patients you reached, how many booked an appointment, and how

many new leads you generated (leads are phone calls, emails, or

inquiries about your service).

We have outlined on the next pages the media platforms that may be

right for your medical practice. But let’s remember -- NO advertising

campaign is GUARANTEED. However, having more knowledge before

engaging these advertising platforms will assist you in saving money

and generating better results.

Half the money 

I spend on 

advertising 

is wasted. 

The trouble is 

I don’t know 

which half.

— john Wanamaker,
department store magnate
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Advertising Platforms

print

Despite the gloomy predictions of the death of the newspaper and

magazine industry, print media can still be a great way to target a niche

market. For example, if you live in a city or local county where there’s a

popular local magazine, this may be an inexpensive platform to reach

new patients. Most of these publications run quarterly advertorials,

such as The Best Doctors/Physicians in the area. This is a great

platform to use, because of the shelf life the publication has inside the

readers’ home. Most readers keep these publications because of the

physician information and depending on the size of the marketcity you

live in, some local newspapers are FREE. These FREE local publications

are great to advertise in because it allows you to target your ads to your

local area instead of wasting your ads dollars on an ad that does not

cover your local area. The cost of your ad will depend on its size and

the number of times you run the ad. Newspapers charge by the column

inch, and page location. Magazines charge by the page size - full, half

or ¼ page. Always  negotiate better rates and never go by the rate card.

Ask for deals, promotional ads, remnant ads, or advertorial specials.

Also, use a tracking device, such as a coupon or special phone number

to measure the response to your print ads. 

directory

Print directory advertising has gone bye-bye, however, these directories

like Yellow Pages, Superpages, Dexone, and Yellowbook have all gone

online. With consumers increasingly turning to the Internet to find

what they need. It’s to your advantage to be where your patients are

searching and list your medical practice on all of online directories that

are in your area. You can claim your FREE listing by logging into these

directories for your local area. You can also enhance your listing with

videos, features, coupons, and keywords tags for an additional cost.

Beware of online-services that claim they can put you on every directory

listing. They will charge you a set-up fee, and in some cases a monthly

fee. Save the money and do it yourself for FREE.  
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direct mail

Direct mail has gotten better over the years. For a while you could only

send direct mail pieces to the entire local area. Today you can specify

the area, the demographics, and the households you want to target.

You can also send your direct mail piece as an individual piece or within

a bundle packet. The pros and cons of each are the exclusivity and the

cost. As a single mail piece, your advertising stands out. With a bundle

packet mailer, your advertising piece is often bundled with other liked

services. 

Additionally, bundle pack mailers are thrown away quicker than single

mailers. Less than 2% of all direct mail pieces are redeemed. The goal

of a direct mail campaign is to reinforce your existing advertising

message and get into the homes of the local residents around your

medical office. For a successful direct mail campaign, provide an

extended expiration date on the direct mail offer. Remember to always

test the campaign first with a small zip code sample around your

medical office before committing to a full campaign.
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No matter which 

platform you believe 

is right for your 

budget, it’s always 

important to do 

the planning and 

math before investing 

in a marketing 

campaign.

As such, you will

know which platform

worked and which one

you should invest 

more dollars into.



B
roadcasting is divided into multiple categories. There’s

Television, with its fragmented categories: Broadcast, Cable

and Satellite television. Radio with its various platforms:  local,

satellite, digital and online streaming radio. Which one should you use

to reach your target audience?

broadcast television

Reaches more people than any other media, which is the reason why

it’s still popular to advertisers. The draw back to broadcast television is

the difficulty of measuring your return on investment, and the cost of

placing your television ad on the local broadcast station. Advertising on

broadcast TV can be expensive; the cost of a spot can range between

$500 - $5,000 per 30 second spot, which does not include the cost of

producing your ad. Cost is determined by the time of day your ad spot

runs and the television network programs. Most local television stations

offer great specials throughout the year. Negotiate the best deal for your

budget and your marketing objective. 

cable television

Cable TV is different from broadcast TV. The viewers of cable is smaller

and the demographic reach is narrower because of the variety

of programming and the numerous channels that reach specific

demographics on a daily basis. Cable TV offers you the opportunity

to purchase ads at a lower cost. You can also target your ads to only

run in the area surrounding your medical office. This provides better

targeting, tracking, reach, and it eliminates running ads in areas where

you don’t provide services. Ads on popular cable networks can cost

between $20-$150 per 30-second ad. Also, in some markets the cable

systems will assist you with producing your television ad.

radio

Radio is a great medium to target a specific demographic. It’s low cost,

you can track it, it offers extra values like promotional opportunities,

and endorsements possibilities with on-air radio personalities. If

purchased correctly, radio can create awareness and new patient leads.

However, radio is also fragmented; there’s local, satellite, and streaming

online radio stations. After figuring out which radio platform to use, you

then must decide which program formats reaches your target audience:

Adult Contemporary, Alternative Rock, Contemporary Hit Radio, Urban,

Talk, Sports, or Jazz. The cost of a radio ad will depend on a radio

station’s ranking in the market, the programming on that station, and

local or syndicated programming. Rates also vary by where the spots

air broadcast and online streaming ads. When purchasing radio

advertising, always remember to buy according to your budget; don’t

buy a radio schedule that a sales rep has developed and tells you that

you need frequency to reach your target audience. Ask for day part rates

and deals. Listen to the station and ask questions before you buy a

schedule. Remember— you are not the attended audience! Frequency

is important, but it’s not always required.  
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B
efore we discuss the benefits of Internet marketing, let’s discuss

your website. By having a website, your medical practice is only

one click away from patients seeking your service. Your website

should be a resource center for your patients. Many physicians overlook

the unique simplicity and cohesiveness of a website. They sometimes

overload it with pages of information and widgets fearing they are

leaving something out. Remember your website serves two features:

TO INFORM and GENERATE LEADS. A website should be an evolving

display of your medical practice and its unique services. A bad website

will drive away a patient, even though you have the services they need.

internet

You have invested in a website for your medical practice and you

realize that your website is not enough. Your medical services are not

showing up when you search and you notice that online marketing is

CONFUSING. You have online directory advertising, search directory,

social media pages, display banner ads, blogs, videos and a host of

others. Unlike the traditional media platforms we describe on the

previous pages, online medium platforms are inexpensive, easier

to track and measure. With Internet marketing, you want a targeted

message to reach a defined patient group that has a specific medical

need your medical practice can solve.

search engine marketing (sem) 
Is one of the most cost-effective ways to drive customers to your

website. Buying specific keyword terms on the major search engines,

Google, Bing, Yahoo, or the other popular search directories, can

enhance the traffic to your website and generate patient leads. Here

are the benefits of SEM advertising — you only pay when someone clicks

on your ad, you can track and measure the success of your ad

campaign, and you can set your advertising budget. 

search engine optimization (seo) 
Unlike SEM where you pay when someone clicks on your ad listing on

one of the search browsers, with SEO your content on your website is

optimize to improve your organic page listing and ranking on the search

result pages. That’s why content is KING with SEO marketing. With SEO,

the information you provide on your website, Facebook, Yelp, and Twitter

accounts enhance the opportunity for new patients to find your website

and schedule an appointment. Some say the higher the page ranking

on the search page, the better chances of patients clicking on your

listings, however we believe as long as you are on the front page of the

search page, you still have a chance of being selected. Additionally, you

don’t have to pay when someone clicks on your listing, however you will

pay a SEO agency or specialist that manages your website activities.
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e-mail marketing

Is a great FREE marketing platform to use to communicate with your

patients. Your patients have already given you permission to send them

information. But let’s put this in perspective: NEVER spam your patients

with information that isn’t related to your medical practice.  NEVER use

your patients’ email address for announcing your birthday, or the new

pet you got, or forwarding email chains because you needed to send it

to 20 people. Your patients’ email address should be used to educate

and retain your patients about new services or offers at your medical

office. There are several email-marketing programs that can assist

you with managing your email campaigns and with creating creative

templates. Some require a monthly fee. Others charge by the number

of emails you send. Select the service that is right for your budget and

never rent, sell, or provide your patients’ email addresses to other

people -- that’s the quickest way to becoming a nuisance to your

patients. 

social marketing

Offers you the chance to conduct no-cost grassroots marketing

campaigns through social networks, blogs, and online business page

listings. But don’t expect the kind of return of involvement you will get

from Facebook, Google+, and Twitter that you get from display ads,

e-mail, or search engine marketing. 

Social media is a great forum to communicate with your patients, but it

takes constant tweaking and engagement. And if you are seeking a

quick return on your involvement, it will not happen with social media.

Social media allows you to create buzz through a viral network of

patients, friends, and associates. However, you must learn which social

media platforms are fundamentally useful or merely faddish for your

medical office. Education and lead generation are the primary goals of

social marketing. 

There are hundreds of social media platforms to place your medical

practice information on, however, only a handful will provide you with

the social buzz to engage your current and new patients. If you don’t

already have a business page on one of the below media platforms, you

need to get one because your competition does!

• Facebook

• Google+

• Google+Local

• Yelp

• Yahoo Local

• Foursquare 

• Youtube Channel
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Summary

L
et’s remember, patients are no longer opening the local Yellow

Pages to find a doctor. They are asking friends, family, and going

online to search. Just as patients are changing their habits,

physicians must also change their marketing thoughts.

Physicians, especially new doctors hanging out their shingles cannot

afford to waste thousands of dollars on local newspaper ads, radio

commercials, special deal offers, television opportunities, or guaranteed

promises of being put on the front page of “Google” search results.

Every dollar spent has to count towards growth.

94th Street Marketing Group, serves as a marketing agency for

physicians and medical facilities. We create relationships built upon

trust with a goal of helping our clients grow and maintain their medical

practice. Through customized marketing campaigns designed by us, we

are able to provide your medical practice with one of the most

cost-effective campaigns to generate awareness. Our wide range of

marketing expertise and patient generation knowledge is designed to

address the evolving marketing needs of our clients and help them grow

their medical segment lines and maintain growth. 

For a physician 

to compete in 

his local area 

or region he 

must diversify 

his exposure 

to control, grow, 

and retain his 

practice. 
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